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Table ] The species an剤the total numbers o王flies Collected weekly by fish baited
cage traps at the front yard of a house in a farm village, in the forest
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Fig, 2　Nine series of correlation coe臨cients
obtainedトトy the reciprocal treatnいentof
nine monthly軸　associa七ions.
Å : Flies were collected at tトIe front yard
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C : Flies were collected under the shade
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Collection of files by fish baited cage trap was made weekly in a mountainous
farm village during from April to December, 1955. On the same day, three traps
were set; one at sunny front yard of a farm house, one in the forest near the village
and one under the shade of a tree within the village, from 9.00' to 17.00'. The spe-
cies and the total numbers of flies collected by the traps at three places of the
different physical conditions are shown in Table 1. The rate in number of flies of
each species collected in the three places are compared in Fig. 1, showing in 60%
confidence intervals of population percentage number of each fly species trapped in
the places. The states of transition in the structure of monthly fly associations in
each place are illustrated in Fig. 2 A, B, and C, analyzing by the correlation coe-
fficient method, The seasonal changes in dominancy of seven dominant fly species
are illustrated in Fig. 3. From these table and figures, the general results of this
experiment are summarized as follows.
1) The numbers of individuals, species, genus and family of flies trapped are
the most numerous under the shade of a tree within the village, next in the forest
near the village, and the least so in sunny front yard of a house, Special features
in number of flies are seen in Calliphora lata being numerous alike at the three
places, in Chrysomya megacephala being rather numerous in front yard and under
the shade but few in the forest, in Lucilia ampullacea, Hemipyrellia ligurriens and
Muscina stabulans being numerous in the forest and under the shade but few at
sunny place.
2) With each species, in Anthomyidae, Muscidae, and Sarcophagidae, the highest
percentage of the fly are collected under the shade of a tree and also in Callipho-
ridae with most species the same trends are observed, excepting L. ampullacea and
L. porphytina which are found numerous in the forest implying to be mountainous
species.
3) Monthly series of correlation coefficients shown in Fig. 2, can be separate
into some types in similarity: In the case of front yard (A), in the forest (B),
and under the shade (C), into four, five and four types respectively, This is due
to the occurrence of seasonal changes in the structure of monthly fly association, in
other words, mainly to the seasonal changes in dominancy of several dominant
species (Fig.3). It is of interest that the changes occur not only monthly in each
place but also in different ways in different places.
4) In the case of population sensus of flies by fish baited cage traps, collections
are desirable to be made at three different places; in the sunny front yard near a
house, in the forest near the village, and under the shade of a tree or trees within
the village, while, if only one place is to be selected, the place, under the shade of
trees within the village, should be selected.
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